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USD wages discussion on wage inequality
ALLISON AGRE
CONTRIBUTOR

On Feb. 22, Patricia Arquette,
one of the stars of "Boyhood," won
one of the most coveted awards
among actors. While accepting her
Oscar for Best Supporting Actress,
Arquette took the opportunity to
declare war on wage inequality.
"To every woman who gave
birth, to every taxpayer and citizen
of this nation, we have fought for
everybody else's rights," Arquette
said. "It's our time to have wage
equality once and for all and equal
rights for women in the United
States of America."
Arquette's comments mirrored
President Obama's remarks at his
state of the union address in 2014.
Calling for equal wages for men
and women, Obama cited the issue
in January of last year.
"You know, today, women
make up about half our workforce,
but they still make 77 cents for
every dollar a man earns," Obama
said. "That is wrong, and, in 2014,

it's an embarrassment. Women
deserve equal pay for equal work."
Although Arquette has not
been the first to discuss this issue,
her speech did bring the topic to the
front of social media. It is an issue
that affects women across all races
and sexualities and, consequently,
affects women at the University of
San Diego. This issue is known as
the wage gap.
Harriet Baber is a USD
philosophy professor affiliated
with the women's and gender
studies department. Baber said
that, currently, full-time female
workers make around 79 cents
to the dollar of their male
counterparts. She said this pattern
may be hard to break.
"Wage inequality is selfperpetuating since it affects the
decisions of men and women
concerning the allocation of work
in the home and in the labor force,"
Baber said.
According to Baber, because
men have the potential to earn
higher wages, families tend to
focus more on men's career and
this choice just sustains wage

Actress Patricia Arquette brings the topic of wage inequality to the front of social media.

inequality.
Philosophy professor and
director of women's and gender
studies Lori Watson consulted
federal statistics to demonstrate
the issue of wage inequality.

"I culled through the data of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
2013, and, for every occupation
except seven, men out earn women
in the same field, and this covers
hundreds of occupations," Watson

said.
Even female professors at
USD may be harmed by this
statistic.

See WAGE, Page 2

USD honored with the Senator Paul Simon Shakespeare's folio is coming
to San Diego in 2016
award for campus internationalization
SARAH BREWINGTON

NEWS EDITOR
@sgbrew42
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International studies program is inside Serra Hall on main campus.

GIANNA CARAVETTA
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
The University of San
Diego is one of five colleges
and universities to receive the
Senator Paul Simon Award for
Campus
Internationalization
for 2015. The award is named
after the late Senator Paul Simon
who was a fervent advocate
for
international
education.

In
addition
to
USD,
University of Delaware, Mount
Holyoke College, North Central
College, and University of
Virginia will be awarded the 2015
Simon Award for comprehensive
campus
internationalization.
Rice
University,
Virginia
Commonwealth University, and
Wake Forest University will receive
the 2015 Simon Spotlight Award
that highlights these universities'
internationalizing efforts in a

particular program or initiative.
The National Association
of Foreign Student Advisors
(NAFSA) awards the Simon
Award annually to no more
than five
institutes of higher
education.
NAFSA
honors
these universities and colleges
for their respective dedication
to
emphasizing
international
studies and bringing international

See AWARD, Page 2

Shakespeare is coming to
San Diego. In 2016, William
Shakespeare's First Folio will
stop in San Diego, the only
stop in California, in honor of
the 400th anniversary of the
Bard's death. The first folio is
a compilation of 36 plays of
Shakespeare's original works.
The folio was supposedly
comprised by two of Shakespeare's
actors in the early 1620s. The
contents of the folio contain many
of his plays, including "Macbeth,"
"Romeo and Juliet" and "Hamlet."
San Diego's Old • Globe
Theatre will host the exhibition,
and it will be displayed at the San
Diego Public Library. The folio will
be presented at the library during
dates that are yet to be determined.
According to the Times of
San Diego, the University of San
Diego will play a part in hosting the
exhibition while it is at the library.
Abraham Stoll, a USD
English professor, has been
attuned to the coming exhibit.
Stoll expressed his excitement
with the university's opportunity.
"USD is collaborating with
the Old Globe and the San Diego
Public Library on this program,"
Stoll said. "USD was an important
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part of the application: our MFA
program, the Dean's office and
individual professors all took
part in it. So we are excited
that our proposal has been
successful. There will be several
events around the display at the
downtown library, and we will
surely be taking part in them.
There are no specifics yet, but
USD's graduate acting program,
which is affiliated with the Old
Globe, will surely be taking part
in the festivities. And there is no
doubt many of our undergraduates
and English majors will be there."
Stoll elaborated on the
importance of this contribution
to honor the life of Shakespeare
as well as to provide an
extraordinary
opportunity
to
the San Diego community.
"I think it's great that we
were chosen by the Folger Library
to display a copy of their First
Folio," Stoll said. "It is one of the
most important books in literary
history, as it preserves many
of Shakespeare's plays in their
cleanest forms. Now, people here in
San Diego will get a chance to see
the thing itself. People are always
surprised by how fascinating it is
to see the book, rather than just a
reproduction. Sorry to say, though,
that no one will be able to touch it."*
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USD community examines
the need for wage equality
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Dressing up llamas
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WAGE continued from
Front Page
SARAH BREWINGTON
NEWS EDITOR

@sgbrew42

One black and one white
danced through the streets of
Phoenix, Ariz., last week, in
a desperate attempt to escape.
The culprits dodged cars and
traffic as they fled for freedom.
The incident made international
news. The escapees now have
their own twitter account, a
buzzfeed quiz and a t-shirt line.
The hashtags blew up social
media. Even the Arizona Cardinals
tweeted
#llamasontheloose.
That's right. Two llamas
became the center of attention.
This news reminds me of the
dress debacle. The color of a
dress is under debate, as the
dress presents an optical allusion;
in some light, the dress is blue
and black, and, at other times,
the dress is gold and white.
How is it that a dress and llamas
focused the world's attention?
The news is changing. Was
it a high-speed car chase that
glued people to the front of their
televisions? Nope, it was a llama
chase that went on for nearly an
hour. And, of course, the black
llama was apprehended before
the white llama, a running gag.
The world we live in is
miraculous in that issuesof equality
can garner as much attention
as two llamas running around
Arizona. There are some positive
things to be said about the levity
of our culture. The fact that many
countries watched the llama chase
shows that we as a world can still
find joy in relatively simple things.
Although I would prefer
the world comes together more
consistently on issues of equality,
I am pleased that we can still come
together. The fact that millions
of people can pay attention to a
llama chase or argue over the color
of a dress shows that the internet
does not make people strangers.
The internet and social
media may have distanced us
from face-to-face contact with
our friends, however, it has
brought us closer to the people
of other countries who would
otherwise be considered strangers.
Is it shallow that we bond over
such trivial topics? Maybe. But at
least there is some relationship
that develops outside of political
discussions
between
nations.
I think that we would all
make progress together if we
bonded over correcting climate
change rather than fawning
over a couple animals. It is
amusing that our culture finds
an event that probably happened
everyday hundreds of years ago
a trending news topic today.
The llama chase really
should not be news, but, if it
means that people of different
walks of life provided with
internet access come together,
then I will not stand in the way.

Human resources at USD
is the department that deals
with hiring and compensating
employees.
"The
university
strives
to offer competitive wages to
all categories of employees,"
human resources said. "Salaries
are reviewed on an annual basis
for staff and faculty for fair and
equitable
wage
distribution,
including but not limited to gender
wage equity."
However, Watson said that
she is not sure if this is always the
case.
"I have heard that women
professors are paid less than their
male counterparts at USD, though
I have not seen the data myself and
cannot confirm wage disparity or
how significant it is," Watson said.
Unlike Watson, Baber has
not heard of the wage gap as being
an issue among USD faculty, but
she has heard of student workers
raising issues of sex segregation.
"[For work-study
jobs],
women have told me that they were
steered to certain kinds of work at
USD, in particular to office work,"
Baber said.
Baber believes that it is this
sex segregation of the labor force
that greatly contributes to the wage

gap"Men and women do
different jobs, and this isn't
entirely a matter of choice," Baber
said. "Look around USD—how
many women do you see working
on the grounds crew or in other
blue collar occupations? Go into
any office and see all the women
doing clerical and secretarial
work."
This division of wages is,

gap. Junior Diana Fontaine feels
apprehensive about this problem.
"The wage gap is something
that does concern me," Fontaine
said. "I don't want to enter the
workforce and be paid less than
my male counterparts simply
because of my gender. I want to
be fully appreciated and valued for
my hard work."
In combating this issue,
Baber advises USD women to

"Women tend to negotiate less vigorously, or not
at all, upon being offered a job. Hence, men may
negotiate a higher starting salary with better
benefits, and that difference then tracks men and
women throughout their careers."
- Lori Watson
for the most part, not deliberate
or obvious. According to Baber,
it is implicit bias that places
women in this position. Not only
is it women that face these serious
disadvantages, but minorities are
also greatly affected.
"Discrimination
occurs
because of 'mind bugs' that
affect us all, which cause us to
undervalue women and minorities,
and to assess their work less
favorably than the work of white
males," Baber said.
As USD women graduate
and find
jobs, they may find
themselves fighting
the wage

leam technical skills and not go for
what is considered to be women's
work.
"While women are, on
average, paid less in every
occupation, a good deal of the
male-female wage gap is due to the
fact that women are concentrated
in poorly paid occupations," Baber
said.
Because bad negotiating is
another reason that the 'wage gap
exists, Watson recommends that
women hone their negotiating
skills.
"Women tend to negotiate
less vigorously, or not at all, upon

being offered a job," Watson said.
"Hence, men may negotiate a
higher starting salary with better
benefits, and that difference then
tracks men and women throughout
their careers."
According to Baber, battling
the wage gap is not simple or easy
and cannot be resolved by pure
goodwill. There is often no proof
of unequal employment or wages
because of gender or race.
"The only effective remedy
for ongoing discrimination is
affirmative
action...
[which
aims to] ameliorate the effects
of
ongoing,
unintentional
discrimination," Baber said.
When women are able to
attain employment in areas where
their gender is less represented, it
may be telling of the merit of their
qualifications.
"My mother-in-law, in her
90s, in a nursing home said that
she preferred women doctors
because, as she said, they must be
better since it was so much harder
for a woman to get to be a doctor
than it was for a man," Baber said.
"A woman in that position had to
be better. She was right."
With
Arquette's
Oscar
speech resurfacing the wage gap as
a national debate, change may be
in the future for American women
who want equal acknowledgement
for their hard work.

International programs help USD earn an award
AWARD continued from
Front Page
influences into their campuses.
"The
Senator
Paul
Simon
Award for
Campus
Internationalization
recognizes
colleges and universities that
are making significant, wellplanned,
well-executed,
and
well-documented
progress
toward
comprehensive
internationalization —especially
those
using
innovative
and
creative
approaches,"
the
NAFSA
website
said.
Denise
Dimon
is
the
associate provost for international
affairs. Dimon herself wrote
the application to have USD
considered for the award. In a
press release from the university,
Dimon said that this award
is a prestigious achievement.
"It
is
very
exciting,
and an honor, to have USD
included
with
these
other
institutions.
Comprehensive
internationalization
includes
such things as student mobility,
faculty
expertise, curriculum
development,
co-curricular
activities,
international
partnerships and collaborations,
leadership at the highest levels, and
governance structures to support
all of these efforts," Dimon said.
The award recognizes that
USD provides students, faculty
and staff with the opportunity to

explore abroad while studying, lot of international experience to
on immersion trips, or pursuing participate, project-based learning,
research
opportunities
with research missions, community
USD's international study and engagement and service-learning,
global
opportunities
office. cross-disciplinary
activities,
"Currently, more than 70
team-taught
percent of USD's undergraduates
participate in study abroad
programs
including /I*
research,
internships
and
community
engagement,"
the
international study
website said. "Over
the past five years,
USD
has
been
ranked consistently
SENATOR PAUL SIMON
within the top three
in the nation for study
abroad
participation
Academic
programs
are offered through 135
programs in 44 countries
in 76 cities where students are
challenged to explore existing
c o u r s e s ,
global perspectives and cultures and more sets USD apart
to become ethical leaders in from
other
universities."
a globally complex world."
In a press release announcing
Dimon said the award the 2015 award winners, NAFSA
recognizes the university's efforts said that this year's recipients
toward furthering international have continued to excel in
education for students and faculty. expanding
global
learning.
"The application was limited
"We are proud to present
to 2500 words and included and NAFSA's 2015 Simon Awards
highlighted programs and activities to these colleges and universities
[at USD]," the application said. that have excelled in expanding
"Innovations of our study abroad global learning for students and
experiences that include such scholars," the press release said.
things as faculty-led opportunities, "This year's Simon Award winners
which allow faculty without a are outstanding models for how

,,2015

.NAFSA.

higher education across the
country can and must innovate to
prepare our graduates for success
in today's increasingly complex
and
interdependent
world."
In 2011, USD also received
the Senator Paul Simon Spotlight
Award
for
its
exceptional
and innovative efforts toward
internationalization with initiatives
like the Women PeaceMakers
Program .This program annually
allows four women that are
human rights activists and
peacemakers in their home
countries to lead activities,
share insight and stories,
and write while working with
the USD community at large.
USD president Mary E. Lyons said
that this award is a great honor to
the USD community, one in which
USD is incredibly grateful for.
"USD is very proud of
the enormous progress we have
made to create and expand
innovative
programs
that
provide members of our campus
community
with
enriching
global experiences in nearly
50 countries across the globe,"
Lyons said. "We are committed
to the goal of graduating men
and women who are truly global
citizens with the competencies
to navigate our world well."
NAFSA will recognize all
of the 2015 Simon Award winners
at a ceremony in Washington,
D.C.,
in
November
2015.
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I Feb. 20
Location: Palomar Hall
At approximately 8:52 p.m., The Department
of Public Safety responded to a report of an
intoxicated individual. Upon investigation,
the individual was contacted, identified as a
resident student, and evaluated. It was
determined that the individual could not care
for themselves and was voluntarily
transported to Detox.

MSEFEAGASMSI
Feb. 23
Location: Manchester Village Parking Garage
At approximately 5:32 p.m., The Department of Public
Safety responded to a report from a community director,
to be present for a student meeting regarding a student
who keeps their paraphernalia in their vehicle. A student
admitted to having drug paraphernalia in their vehicle.
The community director authorized a room search of the
resident hall. Public Safety located and confiscated the
marijuana and paraphernalia from the resident hall and
vehicle.

O
0

Feb. 20
Location: San Buenaventura Apartments
| At approximately 4:49 a.m., The Department of Public Safety
responded to a report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation, the individual was contacted, identified as a
resident student, and evaluated. It was determined that the
individual could not care for themselves and was voluntarily
| transported to Detox.
| Feb. 21
Location: San Juan Capistrano Hall
At approximately 3:05 p.m., The Department of Public
Safety responded to a report of an intoxicated individual.
Upon investigation, the individual was contacted, identified
as a resident student, and evaluated. It was determined
that the individual could not care for themselves and was
transported to the hospital.
| Feb. 23
J Location: Maher Hall
j Shortly before 2 a.m., The Department of Public Safety
1 responded to a report of two resident assistants who had
made contact with a resident student with marijuana.
Upon investigation, the community director authorized a
room search of the resident hall. Public Safety located
and confiscated alcohol and drug paraphernalia.

Feb. 23
Location: Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice Lot
Shortly before 7 p.m., The Department of Public Safety
responded to a report of a-theft of a USD Parking
Services magnet plaque from a reserve sign located at
the Institute for Peace and Justice south parking lot.
The magnet plaque was last seen on Feb. 23,2015, at
approximately 7:00 a.m. and was discovered missing
on Feb. 23, 2015, at approximately 6:25 p.m. The
magnet plaque was valued at approximately $200.

M*. WILLIAM
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Shakespeare's First Folio is a compliation of 36 of his plays.
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I Feb. 25
Location: North Soles Parking Garage
At approximately 11:19 a.m., The Department of
Public Safety responded to a report of a theft of a San
Diego State University parking permit from a green
Jeep Wrangler. The vehicle was parked and secured at
the north Soles parking garage. Upon investigation,
the SDSU student last used their vehicle on Feb. 24,
2015, at approximately 7:00 a.m. On February 24,
2015, the SDSU student had returned to their vehicle
and noticed that the parking permit was missing and
there was damage to the driver side door key lock.
Feb. 26
Location: Via Las Cumbres Road
I At approximately 8:34 a.m., The Department of Public
I Safety responded to a report of a stolen vehicle. The
1 vehicle was parked in the 2000 block of Via Las Cumbres
1 Road. Upon investigation, the USD student last saw their
I vehicle on Feb. 24, 2015, at approximately 9:00 p.m.,
1 and was discovered stolen on Feb. 26, 2015, at
approximately 7:50 a.m. A report has been filed with
San Diego Police Department regarding this incident.

(Feb. 27
{Location: Student Life Pavilion
|At approximately 7:20 a.m., The Department of Public
Feb. 24
{Safety
responded to a report of a theft of a bicycle from
Location: Camino Hall
•the Student Life Pavilion. Upon investigation, the bike
Shortly after 5 p.m., The Department of Public Safety
{was
reported to have been locked to a the Student Life
responded to a report of a theft of a mountain bicycle from
•Pavilion loading dock stair rail with a black U-Lock on
the Camino/Founders Courtyard. Upon investigation, the
•Feb.
26,2015, at approximately 07:00 p.m., and was
bike was reported to have been locked to a bike rack with
•discovered missing on Feb. 27,2015, at approximately
a U-Lock on Feb. 22,2015, and was discovered missing on
13:00
p.m. The bicycle was a blue mountain bike, the
February 24, 2015, at approximately 5:00 p.m. The bicycle
was a Specialized Hard Rock, red mountain bike with white (brand and value of the bicycle is unknown. Anyone
(having information regarding this theft is asked to
handle bars and was valued at $1500. Anyone having
(contact the Department of Public Safety at
information regarding this theft is asked to contact the
619-260-2222.
Nora Brewmgton/The Vista J
] Department of Public Safety ot 619-260-2222.
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According to the Old Globe's
website, Barry Edelstein, the
artistic director of the Old Globe,
finds this opportunity to be an honor.
"This volume is one of the
most important ever published,
and the plays printed in it—the
plays that are the lifeblood of The
Old Globe—are cornerstones of
our language, our worldview, and
our very humanity," Edelstein said.
"That we will be able to give San
Diegans—and all Californians—a
chance to view firsthand the pages
on which those plays first appeared
is an excitement and an honor."
Although
the
details
of the exhibit are still being
negotiated, the folio will provide
a rare opportunity for Shakespeare

aficionados and members of the
San Diego community to see this
compilation of his work. Since
the exhibit is the only California
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Time for some
sustainability

RACHELTRUONG
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) voted for
the regulation of broadband
Internet service as a public utility.
These new rules for the FCC
are intended to make sure that
no content is blocked and that
broadband companies do not
BRIANNA HARRINGTON
divide the Internet into "payBUSINESS EDITOR
to-play" fast-lanes for users.
@BNH1995
This means that the measure
is preventing companies, like
AT&T, from
blocking certain
The closing
of the websites it is not affiliated with
San Onofre Nuclear Generating and forcing users who wish to
Station is sparking debates view that website or the website
between Californians and the owner to pay the company in
Supreme Court of California. order to access the website.
Environmentalists
In addition, due to this
criticize the state of California for proposal, both wireless networks
failing to consider clean energy and wired broadband will be
options to replace the power combined into the same category
once supplied by San Onofre. of consideration when discussing
In 2013, San Onofre was shut the Internet in general, a decision
down due to a botched generator. that has been avoided for years
The energy replacement due to pressure from Internet
is supposed to be a new plant providers Verizon and AT&T.
with construction beginning as
FCC
Chairman
Tom
soon as March 9.1 think building Wheeler presided over the vote.
a new plant is counterproductive, He is an advocate for assuring
because energy is moving the rights of Internet users to
toward
sustainable
energy. use the Internet however they
The California Supreme wish, whenever they wish.
Court has declined to hear any
He singled out AT&T for
challenges by environmental attempting to assert its dominance
groups such as the Sierra over the Internet it provides,
Club, who believes that the pointing out that the commission
government should look for establishing open access rules
alternative sustainable energy to regulate the company is
sources instead of nuclear. the reason why the Internet
This is extremely unfair. exists as we know it today.
Everyone has a right to free
"Before
then,
AT&T
speech, and everyone deserves prohibited anyone from attaching
the right to state his or her case non-AT&T equipment to the
and be heard. The California network," Wheeler wrote in a
Supreme Court is denying those wired.com article. "The modems
rights to people who believe that enabled the internet were
creating a new nuclear power usable only because the FCC
plant is not the way to go. required the network to be open."
San Diego Gas &
Under the FCC's „vote,
Electric (SDG&E) is attempting the Internet will be protected
to get approval for a second gas- by net neutrality, the principle
lired power plant in Carslbad that all service providers and
to replace the nuclear plant.
The California Public Utilities
Commission
is
weighing
if
they
should
approve
the
new
Carlsbad
plant.
Environmental
groups claim that the approval
of the Carlsbad plant would
leave only a minute section
of energy alternatives that
produce less air pollution.
The
concern
from
environmental
groups,
like
the Sierra Club is that all the
bids on the source of power
will go to solutions that are
not - environmentally efficient.
Matt
Vespa,
senior
attorney
for
the
Sierra Club, said the public
deserves
more
information.
"We
just
wanted
details of how much clean
energy was bid in, and how
much conventional, to give a
sense to the public, who is very
curious about this," Vespa said.
As students, we need
to start being environmentally
savvy. We live in a city that is
making advancements toward
green energy, and it is up to us
to be the extra push that makes
green energy become a frontrunner. It is our responsibility to
make sure that the world will be
safe for the generations to follow.
SDG&E claims that
the generators proposed by
the Carlsbad Energy Center
will not only replace a much
less efficient power plant,
but will also leave room to
integrate
renewable
energy.
Though the intentions
are good, there is not yet any action
to give stability to the words.

4 fei
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Proponents of free Internet received their first win when the FCC voted that it would be a public utility.

the government should treat
all data on the Internet equally.
This means that Internet
providers would not be allowed
to dictate the kinds of content
users are able to access online.
An example of this is
Internet
provider
Comcast
blocking a user's ability to see
ABC's content because NBC
and Comcast are affiliated.
Net neutrality prevents this
sort of discrimination, forcing
Comcast to display both NBC and
ABC at the same loading speeds.
University of San Diego
senior Christopher Vanek enjoys
browsing the Internet in his
free time. When he learned
about the enforcement of net
neutrality, he expressed approval.
"It's definitely a good thing
that the big Internet companies
aren't going to gain any control
on what we're allowed to read,"
Vanek said. "It's especially
good for news sources. I'm
(he sort of person that usually
views articles from a bunch of
different news sources so that

I can gain an objective view
of both sides on whatever big
controversy
is
happening."
However,
Vanek
also
concedes that the idea of net
neutrality may not be quite
what it makes itself out to be.
"We all have to remember,
however, that it's still a huge
political
decision,"
Vanek
said. "And a lot of political
decisions have fine print. They
haven't released a copy of the
agreement that - was signed, so
for all we know, the big Internet
companies might be put at bay
for now, but at what costs?
Nothing in this world is free."
USD is home to the 45th
ranked business school in
the nation, a distinction that
causes both the school and its
students to be greatly affected
by the decision to enforce
net neutrality on the Internet.
More specifically, students
hoping to start or who have already
started small businesses would be
directly affected by the decision.
Cheyenne
Keelingham

is a freshman
planning to
declare a business major.
She intends to start her own
business once she graduates
and has therefore expressed her
own approval of the decision
to
enforce
net
neutrality.
"If a big Internet company
was in control of what we're
allowed to see, that means that
they would also have control of
ads and the like," Keelingham
said. "It's fine and dandy for larger
businesses with money, because
they can definitely just pay off
the service provider to show their
ads. But small companies? Small
companies need to be able to pay
the big companies to have their ads
shown, which is a huge problem
if you aren't able to afford it."
In response to the decision
to make the Internet a public
utility, large companies such
as AT&T have announced
that they intend to sue.
Although a single decision
has been made, the debate
over the freedom
of Internet
and net neutrality continues.

THE VISTA NEEDS
BUSINESS WRITERS!

Write about business news, passport events,
technology, careers, and local companies!
• Impressive for your resume
• Network with local professionals
* Get your writing published
If interested* contact our Business Editor:
(business@usdvista.com)
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Ask the Alumni: Kyle Demmin and James Schiff
BRIANNA HARRINGTON
BUSINESS EDITOR
@BNH1995

Kyle Demmin and James
Schiff are co-founders of a
company called UpperClassmen.
co. Both founders, who graduated
from the University of San Diego
in 2012 with degrees in business
administration, were inspired to
create a business that would give
prospective students the same
opportunity that they received as
incoming college students.
Their
business
is
an
educational
company
that
provides a place for prospective
students to communicate with
current students from
their
university of interest. The
website connects people through
chat forums and provides insight
to each university's culture and
lifestyle.
Demmin and Schiff were
recruited for Cross-Country and
track out of high school, however
they knew that they did not want
to attend any university outside
of Southern California, both
being natives to the area.
They
felt
that
their
interactions with the teammates
at the schools they visited
really helped them decide
the right school to attend.
"I was visiting the teams
and being around them really
helped me to relate to other
people, and I felt included with
them," Schiff said. "On top of
that, I was also very businessoriented and wanted to attend a
university with a good reputation.
We had the ability to meet
teammates at different schools
and that gave us an insight to the

schools' culture and helped us
figure out if we would fit well."
From
this
experience,
Demmin and Schiff started
thinking about ways to create
similar introduction opportunities
for other students not involved in
athletics or clubs that would help
them make their decision on a
university to attend.
However, they weren't able
to start the project during their
years at USD due to the busy
lifestyle that consumed their time
in college.
During his freshman year
at USD, Schiff started his own
clothing company. He became
so consumed with making sure
everything was running smoothly
for his business that he did not
make plans for post-graduation,
and he ended up regretting it
when the time came for him to
get a job.
"I started my first company
freshman year, but I never got a
legitimate job because I was so
focused," Schiff said. " It took
me six months to get a job at
Bloomingdale's after I graduated.
If I could give any advice I
would say take advantage of the
opportunities you have. Try to
do internships, network outside
of school and attend networking
events. It's all about who you
know, that will determine how
successful you become."
Demmin builds on to the
importance of being involved
while in school and taking
advantage of the skills and
opportunities that being in a
university offers you.
"When I was attending
USD, I was fortunate enough
to get a lot of internships,"

Demmin said. "They did a
great job of helping me prepare
resumes, get internships, and do
interviews. The V2 competition
was introduced our senior year
and it was a fantastic introduction
because it offers hands on
experience. USD did a great job
of preparing us."
After graduation, the plans
for UpperClassmen.co started
to take shape. It was difficult to
begin the process of building
their business model because it
required a lot of time that they
did not have. They struggled to
find free time and match their
schedules in between their jobs
and their personal lives.
After working on the Google
Glass project together Demmin
and Schiff finally started to make
real progress on their project.
However, they ran into their next
big issue: money. When they
started running out of funding,
they scrambled trying to figure

out how to find more and how
to build their product on as little
funding as possible.
"We got lucky," Demmin
said. "We got into a program with
General Assembly where students
would create a fully functional
prototype of our product for free.
If we had done it ourselves, the
start-up costs alone would have
been near 30 thousand dollars."
Starting up a business is not
always smooth sailing, and can
be discouraging, but Demmin
and Schiff offer valuable advice
to students.
"If you are trying to start
a business, do it today," Schiff
said. "Whatever you are thinking,
whatever ideas you have, you need
to try to make them legitimate. It
forces you to follow through with
your plans, especially for those
at university. Take advantage
of your environment, you are
surrounded by kids of similar age
and lifestyle. You have a captive

body for networking and testing
ideas."
Demmin adds on to this by
reinforcing the idea of starting
soon, not being afraid to fail,
and not letting anything hold
you back from creating what you
want.
"You have to keep trying,
pushing forward, and learning
from the mistakes you've made,"
Demmin said. "The fear of
failure won't be that big of a deal
once you realize that failure will
happen. Get involved as early as
possible. Don't be afraid if you're
a freshman to network and put
yourself out there."
Demmin
and
Schiff's
company is an educational space,
so they are always looking for
students to test it out on. They
want USD to be one of the first
universities to use this platform
because of their love of the
university and how much it has
done for them.
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Demmin and Schiff talk about starting a company and offer future entrepeneurs some advice.

Comcast and Time Warner merger halted
RACHELTRUONG
ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

Whether
they
hail
from the East or West Coast,
most, if not all, students have
grown up with a television.
Many students continue to
watch television to this day.
But while the television
has long been a staple in the
home and dorm setting, the
mechanics behind how the
TV shows are delivered to the
TV are left to those outside
the home.
More
specifically,
these nuances are left to what
is often a single company:
the
the
cable
company.
Two of the biggest cable
companies in the United States are
Time Warner Cable and Comcast.
For the past couple of
years, Comcast and TWC have
attempted to create a merger,
but the move was stalled by
the Federal Communications
Commission's- (FCC) decision
to label and regulate the Internet
as a public utility.
The two companies had
been considering a merger since
2013, when Comcast faced off
against Charter Communications
over which company would
purchase Time Warner Cable.
Charter
Communications
eventually
withdrew its offer in exchange for
a portion of Time Warner Cable's
subscribers from
Comcast.
According
to
data
released by the two companies
in official statements on their
websites, Comcast and Time
Warner Cable have 20.7 million
and 11.1
million
Internet
subscribers
respectively,
numbers that will only continue
to grow as time goes on.
According to an official

statement released by the FCC,
the two companies would
control 40 percent of the wired
broadband market and 21.7
percent of the wireless market.
These
statistics
represent a large population of
Internet users, and thus could
give the merged companies a
monopoly on Internet service.
In
addition,
the
television services provided by
the two companies, as well as
their media properties, such as
news channels, would be affected.
Comcast
and
Time Warner Cable
have
consistently ranked in the,, top
two of America's largest cable
providers, meaning that a merger
would bring about great changes
as to what is shown on television
and how many cable subscribers
the companies would receive.
According to David
Gelles and Emily Steel of The
New YorkTimes, the merger could
potentially give Comcast and
TWC control of nearly 30 percent
of the nation's television services.
Public opinion toward
the merger has been generally
negative, with most people
protesting the raising of prices.
Large media companies, such
as Netflix and DirecTV also
stand opposed to the merger.
On the other hand,
support for the merger comes
from many companies affiliated
with Comcast, including the
Silicon
Valley
Leadership
Group (SVLG), stating that a
merger would benefit everyone.
More
specifically,
the SVLG claimed to Forbes
that the merger would provide
current
TWC
subscribers
with faster Internet and give
subscribers to the company
better video quality through the
XI platforms and Xfinity apps.
Student
Antonio

Franco is a junior and longtime
subscriber to Time Warner
Cable.
He
expressed
his
opposition to the merger upon
hearing what could potentially
happen should it come through.
"It's bad enough that
Time Warner decided to hack
up their modem renting prices
and is already pretty expensive,"
Franco said. "Comcast is even
more expensive than that, and
it won't be too pretty once the
companies merge. They don't
have really good customer
service either. In general, things
are definitely not going to get

better, no matter how many times
they try to sugarcoat the fact
that they're essentially creating
a gigantic corporate parasite."
Franco's protest
is
echoed by Sarah Klapp, a
senior who is a longtime
subscriber
to
Comcast.
"All I want is some
decent Internet at a decent price,"
Klapp said. "Comcast can get
pretty slow at times, and I've heard
some okay reviews, at best, from
people I know who have TWC.
Comcast has already admitted
that the prices are going to go
up with the merger, and there's a

really good chance that, with so
many people using their services,
everything's going to slow
down. And if there's something
that I can't stand, it's having a
slow connection when I need
to do my homework and such."
The Time Warner CableComcast merger is currently
awaiting approval from
both
the Federal Communications
Commission and the U.S.
Department
of
Justice.
As of Feb. 27, the
proposal has been denied, though
it is possible that such a decision
could be changed in the future.
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Many people are opposed to the Time Warner and Comcast merger that is under debate.
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Patricia Arquette uses her Oscars speech as a platform for women s rights

ELISABETH SMITH
CONTRIBUTOR

JULIANA CURTIS
OPINION EDITOR
@julianacurtis28

The University of San
Diego has a big problem. We are
always talking about it, whether
it's casually complaining to our
friends or writing full-blown rants
for The Vista. That problem is the
one thing USD can't boast as a
university, and that is our lack of
spirit.
Although our athletic teams
have great success and play some
impressive teams, it is known
around campus that the attendance
at sporting events for USD has
never been great. We all complain
about it, but when the time comes
to actually attend a sporting event
it seems students still choose the
beach, despite their desire for a
better student section. The same
goes for other Torero events, such
as the school concerts, beach
activity days, and the LLC events
for the freshmen.
We've been over this. The
beach is five minutes away, we're
right in the middle of the city, and
the possibilities for entertainment
are endless. It is really hard to
gather students into a gym or the
valley parking lot when all the
other aspects of San Diego are
calling to them.
However, this past Friday
I witnessed a rare showing of
Torero participation that sparked
excitement and hope in me. I
showed up to the OLE Music
Fest strictly with the intention of
supporting a friend who helped
organize it, however, what I saw
when I got there was shocking.
An actual large crowd of
USD students, on campus, for
something unrelated to academics
and extremely excited about it. I
was amazed at the diverse range of
students that, were in attendance,
as it seems all types of students
were fans of the talent that night.
This talent was student-opener
Jay Kayze, Australian DJ Anna
Lunoe, and Los Angeles-based
singer-songwriter Banks. These
three together put on a concert that
was so amazing, I couldn't believe
I was getting to experience it for
free.
Accompanied by Baked
Bear, acai bowls, and various
other foods and desserts, the
entire experience was any true San
Diegan's dream. All I could think
was: why don't people go to these
events more?
If USD-sponsored events
have never been your jam, I
encourage you to take a second
look at the advertisements around
campus for school events. I
personally never thought to give
them much attention either, but
after my experience with the OLE
Music Fest, my faith in these
events has been fully restored.
Now, I look forward to the rest of
Torero Program Board's events
this semester, and I'm hoping that
this wave of USD school spirit
can continue to inspire students
to attend other events as well, like
sporting events.
The excitement of seeing
that many USD students together
outside of class was truly a first,
but I hope it was not an isolated
event. I think that if USD students
gave Torero Life a chance, we
would have amazing memories
to share as a university and brag
about years later.

Most viewers of the 87th
Academy Awards may not have
tuned in for the social or political
however,
they
commentary,
received just that during Patricia
Arquette's
Best
Supporting
Actress acceptance speech for
her role in "Boyhood." Arquette
commented on the need for gender
equality in society, an issue that
has recently gotten much more
attention in the media due to
more open dialogue amongst the
celebrity community.
"To every woman who
gave birth, to every taxpayer and
citizen of this nation, we have
fought for everybody else's equal
rights," Arquette said. "It's our
time to have wage equality once
and for all and equal rights for
women in the United States of
America."
Senior Leanne Flazon, an
intern at the University of San
Diego Women's Center, watched
Arquette's speech online after it
circulated the internet through all
types of social media.
"I think it was really
beautiful that Arquette used
her platform to raise up voices
that are not usually heard in
mainstream media, but there
are women who do this work,
fighting for a higher minimum

wage, greater social support, and
equal pay every single day who
almost never get recognized the
way Arquette has," Flazon said.
"So I think it is unfortunate that
we only find the time to glorify
actors."
Nevertheless,
women's
rights and the wage gap are very
prevalent issues. According to the
National Women's Law Center,
in California alone, women only
make 83.9 cents for every man's
dollar. And the statistics are
worse for women of color, who
make 63.8 cents on average for
every white man's dollar. While
this is a nation-wide and global
issue, it affects the women of
USD as well.
"For the women at USD
who are working multiple jobs
at minimum wage to support
themselves, their education, and
their families, [the need for] equal
pay and a living wage constantly
affects their lives," Flazon said.
Even though this is such an
important issue, many people are
still uneducated about the wage
gap and how it affects women
today.
Freshman
Emma
Nowakoski feels she is not fully
aware of these facts, although she
would like to be.
"I feel that there is a lot more
that I could know," freshman

Photo Courtesy of Disney/ABC Television Group /Flickr

Patricia Arquette accepts her Oscar for Best Supporting Actress.

Emma Nowakoski said. "I know
that it exists and I feel that it is
something that is not publicized
very well."
Change cannot happen
without the support of all women
advocating for better pay and
equality
in the workforce.
USD prides itself on being a
Changemaker
campus,
and
therefore, women and men,
need to band together to fight
the inequality that is waiting for
women in the workforce.
"Until we as a country
guarantee access to affordable
childcare,
provide flexible
working conditions for parents,
and stop funneling women into
the lowest-paid industries, I'm
not sure we will see much change
in the wage gap, as it has been at a
relative standstill for the past ten
years," Flazon said.
The Women's Center, which

is located on the fourth floor of
the SLP, has great educational
resources for all women at USD.
Students can attend a StartSmart
Salary Negotiation workshop
on April 30, which is hosted
by the Women's Center. At the
workshop, students can learn
more about the wage gap and what
individuals can do to advocate for
themselves in the job market.
March is also "Women's
Herstory Month", which gives
women a great way to learn more
about current issues and means
of empowerment. The Women's
Center is hosting many different
events throughout the month
including a talk by Leslie Morgan
Steiner, an Exhibit hall in the
UCs, and a short-film festival.
It would benefit USD
students to follow Arquette's lead
and empower women throughout
this "Herstory Month."

Letters to
the Editor
Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters
to the editor from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent
to managing@usdvista.com with the
subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions should be limited to
500 words and must include verifiable
contact information. Letter content is
subject to editing for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish
anonymous letters, those addressed to a
third party or letters in poor taste.
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Students review best on-campus jobs
USD accommodates students with a diverse range of beneficial options

SAM VOGE
CONTRIBUTOR

One of the most common
struggles faced by the majority
of college students in America,
comes down to one significant
factor: money. College students
are notorious for being broke,
living off Ramen noodles, and
paying off loans until their
children are in college.
In today's economy, funding
does not come easily for many
college students. Tuition alone is
stressful enough, and here at the
University of San Diego it is no
secret that an education does not
come cheap.
The question is, how can
students balance academics,
social life, and extracurricular
activities
while
maintaining
financial stability? Solution: oncampus jobs.
Of course, not all oncampus jobs are suitable for just
any student; each one has its
advantages and disadvantages.
Whether you are looking for
a place to get homework done
while still getting paid, or a job
that looks good on a resume,
USD has a myriad of options for
all students in all disciplines.
Obviously one of the main
concerns that comes with holding
a job while taking a full load of
college classes would be the time

management between academics
and work. Sophomore Hay ley
Brudish works as an operations
assistant for Campus Recreation
and feels that with her position
she is able to balance schoolwork
while still making a steady
income.
"As a new employee you
are only required to work some
of the easier positions, which
allows for substantial time to
get academic work done during
shifts", Brudish said.
But this easy "homework
phase" does not last forever. "As
time goes on, the longer you've
been there, the more work you are
required to put in," Brudish said.
Overall, Brudish is happy
with her position at Campus
Recreation. She believes that the
relaxed environment is important
for an on-campus job. The last
thing a college student needs
is another form of stress to add
to their already overflowing
schedule, and this is an oncampus job that understands that.
For those students who
are more people-oriented and
communicate effectively, another
option is the on-campus Alumni
Telefunding
Program.
This
job offers students firsthand
experience in connecting with
and soliciting funds from former
USD -students across the country.

The program is set up so that
current students at the university
call alumni in order to increase
funding for any of the university's
endeavors, whether it be money
for scholarships, research, or.
construction.
Sophomore
Haeley
Hutchison is a new employee
at the telefunding site, and after
just a few shifts she feels right at
home.
"All of the co-workers
are friendly and as a staff we
are encouraged to develop
relationships
while
working
together," Hutchison said.
Although telefunding does
not sound like the most appealing
field of work, it is a surprisingly
good fit for college students. Not
only do the shifts take place during
manageable hours, but there are
also continuous incentives and
bonuses offered when donations
are collected.
"The accomplishment you
feel from receiving a pledge from
an alumni member is one of the
most rewarding parts," Hutchison
said.
"After getting turned down
multiple times from prospective
donors, it is really exciting to
finally get a donation and know
you are helping your university in
the process."
In addition to the immediate

gratitude, there are also bonuses
offered under certain conditions
of donations that are achieved.
USD's
telefunding
program
not only offers camaraderie
among co-workers, but also
gives students the chance to gain
bonuses, in addition to their extra
pay for a job well done.
If students are looking for
an addition to their resume that
will impress future employers,
one possible opportunity would
be the athletic department.
Sophomore MK Brokans works
as a marketing assistant within
the athletic department staff and
loves her line of work.
As the marketing assistant,
she is in charge of supervising
the pregame and halftime events
at sporting events, as well as
mnning music and overseeing
video board slides. Jobs in this
department appeal to die-hard
Torero sports fans, or to students
just looking for a nice addition to
their resumes.
"For the work I'm a part
of the pay is about right for
me," Brokans said. This type of
position is also a nice way for
Brokans to stay updated on all
things Torero sports, a benefit in
her eyes.
However, one concern that
most students have about an oncampus job is the difficulty of

obtaining the job itself. Many
feel that obtaining a campus job
can be more difficult if you do
not receive work-study from your
financial aid package. Work-study
students are given first priority
for jobs. As far as payment,
work-study students can make
anywhere from $9.00-$ 13.25
depending on their pay level.
Some methods of procuring
the campus job that's right for
you include: asking friends or
classmates about their jobs and
any openings they are aware of,
bulletin boards and advertising
around
campus,
and
also
just doing some research for
opportunities on USD's website.
These are just a few ways to get
started and begin making moves
in the right direction towards
campus employment.
On-campus jobs are the
ideal setting for students to
keep a healthy balance between
academics and a steady income.
Not only does the university
understand that we have stressful
schedules,
but
USD
also
accommodates its students with
rewarding jobs that can be used to
impress future employers.
So the next time you are
worried about saving money for
the future, put down the Ramen
noodles and search for the campus
job that is right for you.

New Year, New Goals!
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March 9 -March 13

Come support the University of San Diego's Greek Life
uring Greek Week. USD's sororities and fraternities have
partnered up to compete against each other to raise money
for City of Refuge Ministries. The CORM Children's Village
helps children who are at risk of exploitation or have been
trafficked with a caring staff, daily nutrition, education,
recreation, spiritual enrichment, and a nurturing family
environment. The Greek community is committed to raise
$30,000 to donate to City of Refuge Ministries

Monday

»

-Chapter check-ins outside
UCs (get points for wearing
letters and checking in)

Tuesday
-Academic
check-in

-Penny wars (which is now
'coin wars" so you get
points for any coins and lose
points for cash)
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The Teams!

-Chapter check-in

Thursday

-Skits

-City of Refuge backpacking
event
-backpacks will be
packed with school supplies
and donated to children in
need in Ghana.

-Field Day
(various
contests)

-Winners
announced

Kappa Kappa Gamma and Alpha Pi Sigma and Sigma Pi
Alpha Phi and Phi Kappa Theta

Friday

Wednesday

Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon

Omeg

—

Gamma Phi Beta and FIJI
Pi Beta Phi and Beta Theta Pi

Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta and Sigma Theta Psi and Delta Tau Delta

1+
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Put on your Torero
spirit pants
*y

Neighborhood Spotlight: the Bean Bar
Fast Village's Bean Bar is a trendy off-campus coffee bar and an ideal study place.
RACHEL LA DUE
CONTRIBUTOR

KAITLIN GOODHART
FEATURE EDITOR

@itsskg
When I say "Go" you say
"Toreros". "Go!" — In high school
spending your night under the
Friday night lights, watching your
football team play, was one of the
main social events of the weekend.
School spirit was never an issue
and it was almost 'uncool' to not
have school spirit in high school.
After attending two universities,
I can easily say that school spirit
in college is not something all the
'cool' kids have.
Being a cheerleader and
member of Associated Students
gave me more of an edge to be in
touch with my inner school spirit
in high school and in college.
Especially when it comes to
sporting events. Spirit Friday? You
bet I was wearing a tutu around
campus with my spirit shirt.
Cheering on the sidelines also gave
me a different appreciation for
sporting events.
Being in my second year
of college, I have come to realize
that unless you are an athlete, a
part of the Bull-Pit, or required
for some other extra university
associated activity, your school
spirit is Jacking. Even though we
are at a smaller university, it is
not an excuse to not have school
spirit. You are a registered, paying
student at USD so why wouldn't
you support your athletic teams?
Athletic events are a
great excuse for a social activity.
Tailgates, the game, then what
happens after the game. Its a great
way to start your weekend.
Starting March 6th, our
men and women's basketball teams
will be competing in the West
Coast Conference tournament in
Las Vegas. The WCC is the end of
basketball season for all schools
that are a part of the West Coast
Conference, letting one school
take home the conference title. The
Bull-Pit will be there, but will you?
A weekend in Vegas, supporting
your very own Toreros. Sounds like
a great time to me. The WCC is set
up with process of elimination, so
there is a great possibility our men
and women's teams will be playing
in Vegas all weekend. So if you
have not booked your hotel for the
weekend yet, you still have time.
If you ask any athlete
I am sure they will tell you that
they perform better with a crowd.
Especially when it comes to
basketball. The men and women's
basketball teams feed off of the
crowd's energy and need your
support
this
weekend,
and
throughout their entire season.
You're paying to get the full
college experience, so why not
include athletics in that?
• It's time to flashback
to your high school memories of
sporting events and get in touch
with your inner school spirit. I
know you have it in you. Get your
Torero pants on people.

With midterm season
quickly
approaching,
more
students are buckling down and
trying to focus on their studies.
Although the University of San
Diego offers many beautiful
and quiet study areas, studying
on campus can be distracting.
Whether it be a noisy roommate,
seeing a friend just as you
were about to begin reviewing
your notes in Aroma's, or the
temptation of a midday nap,
sometimes getting off campus
for a couple hours can provide a
focused and isolated environment
necessary for effective studying
If you are someone that
is looking for a daytime (it's
only open til 5pm) study spot off
campus, try checking out East
Village's Bean Bar. This new
coffee house offers delicious,
hand-crafted beverages along
with an ideal studying atmosphere.
Although
the
shop is small, it is never
overcrowded
or
too loud.
The coffee shop is

decorated with local artists' work,
wood tables and panels, and
succulent terrariums hanging from
the walls, giving it an artistic and
organic atmosphere. The floor to
ceiling windows in front allow for
natural light to fill the space, too.
With plenty of seating, the Bean
Bar is very cozy and welcoming.
For those whose love
for coffee goes beyond taking
pictures of latte art to post on
Instagram, you will appreciate
Bean Bar's high quality, ethically
sourced "49th parallel" coffee.
49th parallel coffee beans are
custom and specially roasted
coffee beans from Vancouver,
Canada. For others who are not
coffee drinkers, Bean Bar has
partnered with Coffee and Tea
Collective as well as a local
bakery to serve tea and savory
pastries. If you are looking for a
good cup of coffee or tea to keep
you energized while studying,
Bean Bar will not disappoint
The Bean Bar keeps
up with their artsy atmosphere
with their coffee art. When
you order in at the Bean Bar,
you're coffee, latte, or mocha is

delievered with a design in the
foam made by one of the baristas.
Freshman
Kennedy
Avery studied for finals last
semester at Bean Bar, and
spoke of how she enjoys
its location in East Village.
"Bean Bar's location
is secluded because it's away
from the hustle and bustle of
the city but it is still not in a
desolate center," Avery said.
Another great aspect of
this coffee shop is that it is just
steps away from the new San
Diego Central Library downtown.
The library provides free parking
for two hours and charges $1.25
for every additional twenty
minutes. The library also serves as
a productive, off-campus studying
area, offering numerous study
rooms, many of which include
amazing views overlooking the
city. During a study break that
will not distract you too much,
you can check out the library's
intricate rooftop architecture,
peruse its vast collection of
books, or visit its own art gallery.
Freshman
Michael
Cappella recently went to the

library

downtown to study.
"I am always looking
for new places to study,"
Cappella said. "I get bored of
always being in Copley or in the
dorms. The San Diego Central
Library was a really cool place
to study. I enjoyed the different
spaces available, including the
group study rooms and variety
of seating tables overlooking
the
views
downtown."
As
midterm
season
is just around the corner for
most USD students, getting off
campus and out of the library
without being distracted from
your studies does not seem to
be a very realistic idea. Luckily
the Bean Bar and San Diego
Central Library offer the best of
both worlds during this stressful
period of the Spring semester.
If you have an itch to
get off campus but do not want
to feel guilty for neglecting
your studies, consider making
studying a little more appealing
by going downtown to study
in the spectacular new library,
grabbing a cup of coffee from
Bean Bar, or enjoying both.

Photo Courtesy of Facebook/Bean Bar

The Bean Bar's logo is representative of the artsy and hand-crafted environment of the coffee shop itself.

Photo Courtesy of Rachel La Due

The Bean Bar's wooden pannelling and artsy decor around the coffee shop adds to the relaxed atmosphere.
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Life Hacks!

-Having a scoop of peanut butter before you
go to bed at night will help your metabolism
work faster and more efficiently throughout
your sleep.

-If you feel like you are going to throw up, start humming.
It is nearly impossible to gag while you are humming.

-If you are about to start work at a new com
pany, check out www.glassdoor.com. It gives
you reviews of what it is like to actually work
there so you know before you start.

-If you want to win an argument, ask the other person
questions. Asking questions often helps people see the
flaws in their own logic.
-When taking a cab, put your destination in your phone's
GPS. This will assure that you are not getting ripped off by
the driver.

-If you find a hair in your food, heavily salt it
before sending it back to the kitchen to make
sure you get a new order.

-When shoe shopping, go at the end of the day instead of
the morning because your feet can swell 5-10 percent
larger throughout-the day.

-If your car is getting towed, get in it. Tow
trucks are forced to stop towing when
someone is in it to avoid kidnapping charges.

-Forgot to send in an assignment on time? Change the
date of your whole computer system and then send it in.

-In a public bathroom, the stall closest to the door is usually the cleanest because it is the least used.
-When making cookies, replace butter with avocado, nt doesn't taste different and is much healthier for you.
-If your shoes are too small, put on three pairs of socks and blow dry your shoes for 10 minutes. Once you take
them off and put them back on with one pair of socks, they will fit perfectly.
-If you don't want to burn your fingers on your seat belt buckle, buckle your seat belt when you leave the car so it
isn't exposed to the sun.
-On camera, wearing yellow makes you look bigger and wearing green makes you look smaller.
-If you need to stay awake while studying or pulling an all nighter, hold your breath as long as you can and breathe
out slowly. It increases your heart rate and gets your blood flowing which will help you to stay awake.

App of the week: Acorns- invest spare change
KAITLIN G00DHART
FEATURE EDITOR

@itsskg

BROOKLYN DIPPO
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
@brooklyndippo

Investing your money
is now as easy as putting pennies
in a piggy bank. Acorns, a
mobile investment app, can
help you to invest mindlessly.
The user links his or her credit
or debit card to Acorns and then
can begin saving and investing
instantly. The app works by
rounding up all of your purchases
on the linked cards. So if your
lunch costs $10.23, then Acorns
rounds that up to $11 and puts
$0.77 in a brokerage account.
Investing
in
small
amounts
usually
means it
will take much longer to get
a return, but users have the
option of taking their money
out whenever they please. There
are also different investment
options to choose from with
five different portfolios ranging
from conservative to aggressive.
Users get professinal guidance
for just $1 a month for investment
accounts
under
$5,000.
This appcouldbecreating
a new style of investmenting.
Acorns does it all for you, it
just takes some spare change.
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Change into Stocks
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Just go with it

ISTA

KEVIN KARN
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
@kkarn7

It seems like everybody
has it all planned out. Freshmen
have their
four-year plans.
Sophomores have their threeyear plans. Juniors have their
two-year plans. And seniors,
after three years of watching their
lives twist, turn and flip upside
down, still muster up enough
courage to make final plans to
prepare for post-graduate life.
Now the purpose of this
column is not to denounce the
value of plans in any way. It is
also not to conclude that plans
are always subject to change.
Everyone already knows that.
No, this is a mere attempt to
consider the implications of
being future-oriented and how it
can shape a college experience.
Consider the overused notion
of "the real world." Students are
taught from a young age that
going to college is a necessary
step for preparing them for what
lies ahead. They are also taught
that it is the best experience of
their lives. Naturally this can
lead to a calculated way of
thinking. How do I maximize
a life with less responsibility
while still eventually landing
my dream job? The dichotomy
presented leads students to
make decisions specifically
in order to achieve balance.
John
Maynard
Keynes
touches on this idea of calculated
and projected human behavior
in his 1936 book "The General
Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money." In it, he discusses
humans
and
the
concept
of
spontaneous
optimism.
Essentially, humans find
joy
far more often in responding to
spontaneous urges than when
they are making calculated
decisions in which the pros and
cons are carefully weighed.
Relating it back to college,
this can speak toward an
impromptu trip to the beach. Or
sitting down for lunch with an
old friend you just saw for the
first time in a year. Or following
an ambitious idea and starting
your own business. It is not an
excuse to do whatever you want,
whenever you want, but rather a
call to act and do what is right in
that particular moment. Ideally,
this can eliminate the dreaded
asking of that question "What
am I missing out on right now?"
To practice that in college
is to prepare yourself for "the
real world" because college is
the real world and there are real
people making real decisions all
the time. Balancing achievement
and enjoyment is irrelevant
because doing what is most
important and highly valued to
you in that moment will take
care of that balance. It may
even allow that spontaneously
optimistic side of you to shine
through and you could turn an
average Thursday into the best
day of your life. You just have to
be open to letting it happen and
understanding that it will not
make you lose your future career.

Kevin Nelson/The Vista

DJ Anna Lunoe dances during her set in front of a packed crowd down in the Mission parking lot for the annual USD OLE Music Fest.

SEAN MURPHY
CONTRIBUTOR

Last Friday, Feb. 27 at the
University of San Diego's annual
OLE Music Fest presented by the
Torero Program Board, headliner
Banks bedazzled students in an
ambiance of crimson light and
heavy bass. The revelry began
with student opener Jay Kayze,
followed by the electronic
grooves of Anna Lunoe.
The Valley parking lot
by Missions Crossroads was
transformed from its original
facade of parked cars and foot
traffic to a massive gathering of
activities and free food. Students
clamored for the chance to have
their faces painted, as did those
who wanted to indulge in- a
festive crown of flowers.
Another feature that is
custom at every music festival
these days is to have art adorning
the periphery of the concert
area. The OLE Music Fest this
year was no different, featuring
an Interactive Artwalk that
showcased murals from various
groups across campus. Each
piece in the exhibition reflected
the values and messages of
different USD centers and
student organizations.
Once the music got started,
the acoustics of the valley
reverberated the beats of the
set performed by Anna Lunoe.
She is known as an in-demand
producer but her reputation
comes from her work as a
successful club and festival DJ.
Lunoe, who has a current stint
supporting Canadian electronic
music artist The Weeknd, adds a

feminine edge to club music.
As Banks' crew prepped
the stage for the main act, the
growing crowd stood around in
suspense with the entire audience
awash in the blue lights coming
from the stage. Soon enough,
the lights dimmed and the sultry
singer sauntered over to the lone
microphone on the stage in a
flowing black gown. Known
for moody R&B vocals similar
to that of The Weeknd, Banks'
act can be described as a potent
combination of the singer's
range and an ethereal electronic
aesthetic. Her poise was as
remarkable as her voice, as she
began the set with the first track
off her recent album Goddess,
called "Alibi."
A few songs into her show,
the Tarzana, Calif, product
was in the midst of the song

"Goddess" when a serendipitous
rain cloud seemed to respond to a
voice that ought to have reached
the heavens, letting loose a
light precipitation to the effect
of an audial anointment. In
appreciation for the undeterred
students, the otherwise taciturn
Banks boomed, "This feels like
a hometown show!"
The highlight of the festival
saw students enjoying Banks'
show all the way from the fence
of Valley field, to the third floor
stairwell of Missions B, not to
mention those lucky enough to
be up front.
Junior Kameron LaCalli
was one of those lucky few and
found it to be a phenomenal live
performance.
"Banks had a fantastic live
sound, getting the entire crowd
grooving to her trancy beats,"

LaCalli said. "That's basically
what it was: a giant groovefest.
Everyone bobbing their heads
along and eating good food too."
That head bobbing, along
with jumping and dancing,
continued for her finale and her
hit single, "Beggin For Thread,"
which was certainly everyone's
favorite. People crowded in to
be closer to the action just for
that moment. As the soulful
singer brought her beloved song
to an end, and exited, the crowd
chanted, "Banks!" for her encore,
to no avail.
To
have
the
USD
community come together as
it did, and rejoice in not only
profound music, but in studentcrafted art, as well as the many
other activities and amenities,
marks another successful OLE
Music Fest.

Kevin Nelson/The Vista

Members of Torero Program Board and USD TV pose for a photo with DJ Anna Lunoe.
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Tacos, tacos, tacos: Tuesdays at Cafe Coyote
DYLAN BROCKMEYER

ASST. ARTS & CULTURE
EDITOR
@dbrock08

It is not Friday nights that
are busiest in Old Town, San
Diego; it is Tuesdays. Every
Tuesday is "Taco Tuesday" at the
mexican restaurants throughout
Old Town. There are massive
lines, DJs, and discounted tacos
for everyone between $2 and $5
per taco.
One of the more popular
restaurants along the block of
San Diego Ave is Cafe Coyote.
During taco Tuesday, Cafe
Coyote drops its prices to $2
per taco and gives specials for
drinks at around $5 or $6. Cafe
Coyote has authentic, handmade
corn and flour tortillas that have
the taste of good, homemade
mexican food. This kind of
authenticity can only be matched
by restaurants in Mexico. The
tortillas are not crunchy or stale
and they don't break under the
pressure of all the meat, lettuce,
cheese and sauces they are
stuffed with that makes their
flavor so unique.
Of course, the table
is outfitted with unlimited
complimentary chips and salsa.
The corn chips are crunchy and
taste like real corn and Cafe
Coyote doesn't skimp on the
authentic Mexican spices in the

salsa. One table can easily go
through two or three baskets.
Aside
from
having
authentic tortillas and a variety of
other authentic mexican recipes,
Cafe Coyote also has specials
of the month for each Tuesday.
Sophomore Jenna Boras is a big
fan of the variety Cafe Coyote
offers.
"The happening place on
Tuesday is Cafe Coyote," Boras
said. "They have a DJ that is
bumpin' some awesome music.
They also have a new taco of the
week which makes it exciting
because you never know what
you're going to get."
For the month of March the
special tacos are: pulled pork,
lengua, Irish (corn beef and
cabbage), polio ala crema and
lamb tacos.
If you decide to head
down to Old Town to indulge in
your taco cravings, it is nearly
impossible to avoid seeing a
friendly face from the University
of San Diego.Junior Cay Tamayo
loves being among friends when
getting her regular Tuesday fix.
"Shrimp tacos with my
sisters are my favorite," Tamayo
says. "Especially on a Tuesday.
You're always bound to run into
so many familiar faces!"
Everyone has a favorite, but
the most popular might be the
shrimp and carne asada tacos.
The shrimp is not too fishy and

has that fresh "caught that day"
kind of taste. The beef in the
carne asada tacos is not overdone
or chewy and the marinated meat
gives them a little extra spicy
kick.
The only improvement that
could be made is in the white
and dry cabbage that's used
as a topping. Most mexican
restaurants don't have the freshest
cabbage as the real care and
effort is put into marinating and
cooking the meat and perfecting
the spices in the sauces. But eact^
topping is important in a taco
and each individual has a very
particular way they want their
taco stuffed.
Despite this, the carne
asada tacos are a huge favorite
to students like sophomore Matt
Kaumeyer.
"I've only ever been to
Cafe Coyote in Old Town, and
the carne asada tacos are unreal,"
Kaumeyer said. "It was always
super busy, but the atmosphere
was really unique and felt very
authentic."
Students don't only visit for
the tacos, they visit for the fun
atmosphere as well. Even though
the food is cheaper and the
service seems rushed, students
like Sophomore Lexxi Sullivan
know exactly what to expect and
feel like the wait is worth it.
"I used to do Taco Tuesdays
a lot more as a freshman,"

USD Parking Services is pleased
to announce.

NAwoesh f
- Pay by mobile phone

Sullivan said. "It's a good
atmosphere in Old Town and the
wait is usually pretty short. The
tacos and the prices are really
good too. No matter where you
go though, it's never that great
of service because their goal is
to get you in and out as quickly
as possible to turn tables faster."
It is a challenge to catch
the attention of a waiter at
Cafe Coyote during one of Old
Towns' busiest times of the
week. You have to continually
remind the hostess that your
party is waiting and unless you
explicitly tell the waiter you're
ready for your check, you might
be waiting a long time. However,
Cafe Coyote can do a decent job
with a huge rush of large parties.
Junior Cay Tamayo believes that

Photo courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons/Brandon Dimcheff

Enjoy a wide arrange of flavors and tacos at Cafe Coyote.
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Cafe Coyote handles it well.
"I absolutely love the
food," Tamayo said. "Even for
big parties, the service is always
great! I always feel so welcome
and like they're doing a great job
helping the customers."
Sophomore Jenna Boras is
satisfied with the special little
considerations the staff makes
for the chips and salsa for the
table.
"I love that everyone gets
their own little salsa at the table,"
Boras said. "That means you
don't have to share!"
And who would want
to? If you order a taco on Taco
Tuesday, you're going to want to
eat the whole thing yourself and
then order another one. Or two.
Or three.

Sports Center
Alcala West

KONGOS
HOUSE OF BLUES
7 P.M.
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Locked In

HUNTER JAMESON
SPORTS EDITOR
@HJamo
The University of Kentucky
Wildcats have had an excellent
men's basketball program for the
past decade, led by head coach
John Calipari. Some of the best
current NBA players are former
Wildcats
including: forward
Anthony Davis, center DeMarcus
Cousins, and guards John Wall,
Rajon Rondo and Eric Bledsoe.
Many
of
Kentucky's
players choose to enter the NBA
after their freshman season,
but Calipari has consistently
recruited the best high school
talent in the nation, so the team
is able to maintain its dominant
reputation year after year. This
year's team might be the best in
school history and their record
justifies the argument.
They
are
currently
undefeated at 29-0, and received
all 65 first place votes in the AP
Top 25 poll last week.
The most impressive part
of this Wildcats team is the
depth on the roster. This team
is not controlled by one single
superstar, but managed by each
player on the team.
The Wildcats will be
under a lot of pressure during
the NCAA tournament, which
begins March 17.1 am impressed
with how they have played
during the regular season, but I
would be disappointed if they go
undefeated and win the national
championship. In my opinion,
the most exciting part about
the NCAA Tournament is the
potential upsets, or Cinderella
stories that ensue once the games
begin. This time of the season is
not called "March Madness" for
nothing.
I understand that I just
rambled for three paragraphs
about how great the Wildcats are
this year, but that doesn't mean
that you should automatically
pencil them in as this year's
National Champions.
I hope to watch very
exciting games during the NCAA
Tournament and that March
Madness can live up to the hype.
However, there is a different vibe
about this Kentucky team that
has the college basketball world
in awe.
There are many potential
first round draft picks on this
team, such as the sophomore
guards Aaron and Andrew
Harrison, junior center Willie
Cauley-Stein, freshman guard
Devin Booker and freshman
forward Karl-Anthony Towns.
If anyone is going to
upset this team, it is going to
be someone that scores at will,
because Kentucky has the ability
to dominate a game from start to
finish. In my opinion, the Duke
University Blue Devils and
University of Virginia Cavaliers
have the best chance to upset the
Wildcats.
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Left: Junior forward Malina Hood drives to the basket. Right: Redshirt senior Brooke Jelniker looks down court to pass the ball to a teammate.

WCC Tournament seedings
1. Gonzaga University
2. University of San Diego
3. University of the Pacific
4. Saint Mary's College
5. Brigham Young University
6. University of San Francisco
7. Santa Clara University
8. Loyola Marymount University
9. Pepperdine University
10. Portland University
Redshirt sophomore Maya Hood avoids a BYU defender.

Women's basketball ready for WCC tourney
Lady Toreros are No. 2 seed

MATTHEW ROBERSON
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
@mroberson22

The University of San
Diego women's basketball team
has concluded its regular season,
finishing with one of the best
records in school history. The
Toreros posted a 23-5 record, with
big wins against the Gonzaga
Bulldogs and Pacific Tigers,
who finished alongside them in
the top three of the West Coast
Conference standings.
The Toreros' regular season
success has earned them the No.
2 seed in the upcoming WCC
Tournament, which will take
place in Las Vegas, Nevada from
March 5-10. Their first game
will be against the winners of the
matchup on March 5 between the
Santa Clara Broncos and Portland
Pilots.
A huge part of the team's
success comes from the dynamic
duo of Maya and Malina Hood,
the twins from nearby La Jolla
Country Day School. Malina,
a junior forward, led the team
in scoring at 15.5 points per

game. She also led the team in
three pointers and free throw
percentage, while averaging a
team-leading 33 minutes per
game.
Her twin sister Maya, who
is a redshirt sophomore, was third
on the team in scoring with 10.6
points per game. She was a solid
rebounder as well, averaging 6.9
rebounds per game at the forward
position. The sisters' on-court
chemistry allows them to flourish,
while the veteran leadership of
head coach Cindy Fisher helps
guide the twin tandem.
The third member of the
Toreros vaunted "Big Three" is
senior forward Sophia Ederaine.
The 6'3" post presence currently
has 135 blocks on the season, the
second best single-season total
in USD history. She will likely
break the record at some point
during the WCC tournament, as
she only needs two more blocks
to surpass the current record
holder. Her 275 career blocks is
good for second all-time among
USD players, ranking behind
only the legendary Chris Enger.
Ederaine boasts a season
average of 12.1 points per game

to go along with a staggering 9.9
rebounds. Her rim protection is
part of the reason the Toreros are
allowing a mere 58.9 points per
game on defense, with opponents
shooting a paltry 37.3 percent
from the field.
Before the season Ederaine
told the "Behind the Cape"
web series that she models her
defensive game after the great
Shaquille O'Neal.
"I just realized that I
could block shots really easily,"
Ederaine said. "I like Shaq a lot.
He was a shot blocker."
The team certainly hopes
that Ederaine can bring her shotblocking prowess to the WCC
Tournament, where they expect
to compete for a title.
A
WCC
Tournament
championship would ensure a
berth in the NCAA Tournament,
which the Toreros have not
competed in since 2008. ESPN,
com women's bracketologist
Charlie
Creme
currently
projects the winner of the WCC
tournament to receive a No. 11
seed in the NCAA tournament
and play their first round game in
Tempe, Ariz.

The
Torero's
toughest
competition in Las Vegas will be
the Gonzaga Bulldogs - who won
the WCC regular season crown
- and the Pacific Tigers who
finished third. Both teams are also
battling for a spot in the NCAA
Tournament according to Creme,
and likely would not get in
without a conference tournament
championship on their resume.
The five
day tournament
in Las Vegas will determine the
Toreros postseason fate. If they
rattle off three straight victories
and capture their first conference
tournament championship in
seven years, then they will
continue theijr season in the
NCAA Tournament, the sport's
biggest stage.
A loss at any point will
probably send the Toreros to the
National Inivtation Tournament,
which they have appeared in for
three straight seasons.
With the way the Hood twins
seem to connect telepathically
on the court, in addition to the
Shaquille O'Neal-type defense
that Ederaine provides, the
Toreros are a team that no one
wants to face this postseason.
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Torero baseball sweeps No. 8 Texas
USD improved to 4-6 heading into tough series in Mississippi
KELLY MCPHERSON
CONTRIBUTOR

The University of San Diego
Toreros baseball team started last
week off with a tough 13-inning
game against home-town rival
San Diego State University
Aztecs. The game was extremely
exciting and the two teams traded
runs until the final inning.
There
were
many
controversial calls throughout the
game, that debatably could have
changed the outcome. With the
bases loaded in the bottom of the
13th inning, the Toreros walked
the final batter, causing them to
lose the game 5-4.
Even though this was not
the outcome they wanted, junior
pitcher Gary Cornish realizes that
umpires are a part of the game.
"In my opinion there are
no great umpires in college
baseball," Cornish said. "All
the calls in the State game were
going both ways. I think it had an
impact on the tone of the game
and the fans, but as far as the
outcome they beat us because
they put runners on base in extra
innings."
After 13 innings of back
and forth scoring, redshirt
senior pitcher Brady Kirkpatrick
realizes that this competition is
good early in the season.
"Although the outcome
wasn't what we desired, we
are proud of the team effort we
put in," Cornish said. "Almost
everyone on the team got in, and
in a tough game like this one, it's
great practice, and it will only

help us going into the rest of the
season."
Following the tough loss to
state the Toreros headed toAustin,
Texas for a three-game series. The
first game was delayed on Friday
afternoon and was eventually
rained out, and rescheduled
for Sunday. The next game on
Saturday was also cancelled due
to inclement weather.
Senior outfielder Grant
Melker said that the weather was
not a problem when it came to
their performance.
"It didn't affect us at all,"
Melker said. "Not playing for a
couple days made us a little more
eager to get out on the field and
compete against a good team."
The wait paid off when the
Toreros finally got to take on
the No. 8 Texas Longhorns in a
doubleheader on Sunday. The
first game started with junior
pitcher David Hill shutting down
the longhorn offense for six
innings straight, allowing only
one run and surrendering four
walks while striking out six.
The Toreros scored two runs
in the second inning. The lead off
hitter, senior catcher Jesse Jenner,
got on base from a fielding
error. Following a sacrifice bunt
that got him to third, freshman
outfielder Hunter Mercado Hood
hit a single, bringing him home.
Freshman catcher Riley Adams
then hit a double down the third
base line, which scored MercadoHood. The Toreros took a 2-1
lead.
In the fifth inning, USD
added
another
run
when
sophomore
catcher
Colton

Waltner hit a sacrifice fly with the
bases loaded. Junior pitcher Gary
Cornish then came in to close,
getting the toreros out of the
inning and recording a win. The
final score was 3-1 toreros.
An hour later the two teams
played again. This game went a
little differently. It was tied until
the ninth inning when the Toreros
came out swinging, scoring six
runs.
The longhorns came back to
score one run in the bottom of the
ninth, but it wasn't enough. The
Toreros won the second game
of the series 6-1, sweeping the
Longhorns 2-0.
Cornish attributes the tempo
to the pitching staff.
"1 feel pitching set the
tone the entire series," Cornish

said. "When the whole team has
confidence in our pitcher it makes
it easier for everyone to stay loose
and not press. As a team we knew
our pitching was dominating
and everyone was able to match
that energy with timely hitting.
Anytime you put everything
together like that you are going
to find success no matter the
opponent."
Hill was excited to face such
a highly ranked opponent to make
a statement that the Toreros are a
force to be reckoned with.
"We were just ready that
weekend," Hill said. "It seemed
like the cold weather fired us up a
little bit. And we played with that
really well."
These wins will serve the
Toreros well as they head into

their next series.
The Toreros have a newly
instilled confidence since this big
sweep.
"This win is exactly what
we needed going into this next
week against Riverside and then
Mississippi State," Kirkpatrick
said. "It was great motivation
to get us to work just that much
harder to sweep this next series."
Hill was named the WCC
Pitcher of the Week following his
performance in Sunday's game
against Texas.
Things are looking up for the
Toreros as they take on Riverside
on Tuesday and Mississippi State
this upcoming weekend. The next
game is on March. 6 in Starkville,
Miss, with the first pitch at 4:30
p.m.
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San Diego Chargers might be heading to LA
NOAH HILTON
CONTRIBUTOR

The news dropped like
a hammer exactly two weeks
ago. According to sources, the
Chargers had reached a joint
proposal with the Oakland
Raiders for a new, shared stadium
up north in Carson, Calif.
To
understand
the
circumstances that led to such
an announcement, a bit of
background
information
is
needed.
The Chargers have
been pushing for a new home to
replace the ancient, near-decrepit
Qualcomm Stadium for more than
a decade, with little progress.
City politicians have
been more than eager to mention
stadium plans in their platforms
leading up to elections, but have
more often than not withdrawn
such enthusiasm upon reaching
office. This offseason, such a
pattern was being followed to a
tee yet again. And then: boom.
The NFL has kicked around
the idea of relocating a franchise
to Los Angeles for quite some
time, looking to both take

advantage of one of the country's
most lucrative markets while
also having possession of west
coast location to accompany the
league's headquarters in New
York.
Now the league appears to
have three significant candidates

billion.
Having a shared stadium
would allow both owners to pool
money and use sponsorship deals
from L.os Angeles-based Fortune
500 companies for 20 games
each season to avoid making
taxpayers provide funding for the

Qualcomm Stadium has been home to the Chargers for 43 years,
in the Chargers, the Raiders, and project, a popular snag in stadium
the St. Louis Rams. More than negotiations here in San Diego.
Unfortunately, a side effect
likely, any team that moves to Los
Angeles will be joined by another of this need for a pair of teams
franchise, as even with billionaire is that, if the Chargers were to
owners involved, funding a new remain in San Diego, they would
stadium can hit wallets harder face competition from both the
than former Chargers linebacker Rams and the Raiders for fans
Junior Seau coming across the in Southern California. With 25
middle-the
Carson
stadium percent of the team's revenue
proposal is estimated at $1.7 coming from Orange County

and LA, this would prove to
be a major wound to the team's
finances.
So are the Chargers all but
gone? Not necessarily. For one,
any move will require a three
fourths-majority approval from
league officials in order to be
processed, which is a significant
margin. Secondly, a move to Los
Angeles by any team will not
occur until 2016 at the soonest, so
hometown fans are guaranteed at
least one more season of Chargers
football.
But efforts for a new
stadium here in San Diego
are brewing. Chargers owner
Dean Spanos and mayor Kevin
Faulconer recently met face-toface to discuss expediting the
stadium process; a plan is now
expected to be completed by
May, in time to be on the ballot
in June or November. The likely
site for a project is expected to be
on the land Qualcomm Stadium
currently sits on.
Another location across
from PETCO Park has also been
discussed as an extension of
the Convention Center, but has
been met with the obstacles of
escalating downtown real estate

prices and flak from both the
Hoteliers and the Unified Port of
San Diego.
If a stadium plan cannot
come together here, the franchise
needs to have another option,
as relocation is far better than
extinction. The proposal can also
be seen as the team strong-arming
local government to necessitate a
deal. The message to city officials
is clear: figure something out or
lose the franchise.
Fans of the hometown
team should not lose sight of
the fact that the announcement
two Thursdays ago was one of a
proposal, not a plan.
Nothing is permanent or
certain at this point. In a situation
muddied by powerful people,
political tensions, rumors both
ridiculous and confirmed, and
vast sums of cold, hard cash, the
one clarity is that, as Southern
Californians have known for
years, the road to Los Angeles
will be full of traffic jams.
Nothing will happen
overnight, but the situation
certainly merits monitoring as
San Diego hopefully progresses
towards a shining new stadium to
house its beloved Bolts.
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Men's basketball No. 5 seed in WCC tournament
HUNTER JAMESON
SPORTS EDITOR
@HJamo

The West Coast Conference
men's basketball tournament
begins on March 6 in Las Vegas,
Nev. at the Orleans Arena. The
University of San Diego Toreros
earned the No. 5 seed, meaning
that they have a bye in the first
round. Their first
game is a
quarterfinal matchup on Saturday,
March 7 against the No. 4 seed,
Pepperdine University Waves.
The Toreros have played the
Waves twice already this season,
winning one game each. Each of
these games was rather lopsided,
as the Toreros lost to the Waves
59-47 on Jan. 10, but won by 22
at Pepperdine on Feb. 7. In order
to win, the Toreros must avoid
turnovers while being productive
on offense.
Junior guard Stacy David,
who has averaged nearly 16
points and eight rebounds per
game this season, is a threat on
offense that the Toreros will
need to account for in order to
gain momentum throughout the
game. Senior guard Johnny Dee
has his keys for the game and
understands what it will take to
succeed.
"We have to do a really
good job keeping them off the
offensive glass," Dee said. "They
have a great player in Stacy

David and we need to do a good
job guarding him as a team!"
If they are able to advance,
the next opponent would be the
top-ranked Gonzaga University
Bulldogs, who are currently
29-2 on the season and hold a
No. 3 ranking in the AP Top
25 poll. Gonzaga just recently
suffered their first loss in WCC
play against the Brigham Young
University Cougars.

Pangos is the facilitator on
offense, averaging 11 points
and five assists per game. The
Bulldogs are definitely the
favorite in the WCC tournament,
and could potentially earn a No.
1 seed in the NCAA tournament
if they win in very dominant
fashion.
It is without question
that Brigham Young University
deserves some respect as well,

WCC Seedings
1. Gonzaga University
2. Brigham Young Univ.
3. St. Mary's College
4. Pepperdine University
5. University of San Diego
6. Portland University
7. Santa Clara University
8. Univ. of San Francisco
9. University of the Pacific
10. Loyola Maryomount
"courtesy c

Senior guard Johnny Dee sprints pasy a Gonzaga defender.

The Bulldogs are loaded
with talent this year, as several
players have stepped up as leaders
this season. Junior forward Kyle
Wiltjer transferred to Gonzaga
from the University of Kentucky
and leads the team in scoring with
16.5 points per game.
Senior point guard Kevin

proving that they can compete
with the best talent in the nation
by beating the Bulldogs on Feb.
28. Senior guard Tyler Haws is
currently ranked fourth in the
nation in scoring.
He has averaged 22 points
and 4 rebounds per game this
season and poses a serious threat
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heading into the tournament after
defeating the Bulldogs last week
and would not have to face them
again until the championship
game.
Dee recognizes that the
Toreros have a different style of
play than the Cougars, so in order
to beat the Bulldogs they will

have a different game plan.
"BYU is a unique team
that can play really fast with
Gonzaga," Dee said. "That
won't be our game plan. We
will try to slow the game down
and make them work on defense
and see if we can control the
tempo. Definitely think they are
beatable!"
The St. Mary's College
Gaels have also posted an
impressive record at 21-8, but
are coming off a tough one-point
loss at Santa Clara on Feb. 28.
Senior forward Brad Waldo leads
the way with 18 points and nine
rebounds per game, but the rest of
the team needs to step up in order
to compete in close games.
Dee has high expectations
heading into his final
WCC
tournament as a Torero.
"We want to win this
conference tournament," Dee
said. " It starts Saturday and we
need to have a good effort and
get a win and move on to the next
one."
Overall,
the
WCC
tournament is very important
for several teams because the
conference champion receives
an automatic berth in the NCAA
tournament.
It is very likely that Gonzaga
and BYU will be in the field of 64
regardless of whether they win
the WCC or not. One of the lower
seeds in the field could sneak in if
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Hey, there Toreros!

on offense no matter who his
opponent is. The Cougars have
23 wins this season to just eight
losses, which is the second best
record in the conference behind
the Bulldogs.
Junior
guard
Kyle
Collinsworth has been very
effective on offense throughout
the season, averaging 14 points,
six rebounds, and five assists per
game. They have the momentum
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It's an exciting time to be at USD and to be involved with student
issues and event planning! Associated Students is made up of the
official undergraduate student representatives who promote
opportunities for growth and expression, address student issues, and
enrich a diverse, inclusive and engaged community. We encourage
you to run for a position on Associated Students and join our team to
promote positive change on campus. From representing your
residential hall to your academic college, senators are the voices of
the student body impacting student life, academics, student
organizations, and inclusion & diversity. Positions open for the 20152016 team are: President, Vice President, Speaker of the

Senate, and 15 Academic Senators (Chairs of
Academics, Student Organizations, Student Life,
inclusion & Diversity, Wellness, Sustainability, and
Changemaker Initiatives). Appointed positions will be selected

o
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OPEN POSITIONS INCLUDE:
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by elected officials following elections including (Chief of Staff,
Finance Chair, Controller, Communications Chair, 3 Communications
Directors, TPB Chair, 3 Vice Chairs, and 10 Coordinators).
We invite you to attend one of the informationals advertised to learn
more about running for AS Spring Elections 2015:
- Wed, Mar. 4 (4:30pm in SLP 412)
- Thurs, Mar. 5 (12:30pm in Olin 128 and 4:30pm in SLP 412)
- Mon, Mar. 9 (5pm in SLP 412)
- Wed, Mar. 11 (2:30pm in MRH 145)
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Official Candidate Signature list and the link for the online application
will be distributed at the informational (MUST ATTEND FULL
MEETING) and all materials will be due Thurs, Mar. 12 at 12pm. All
application material for appointed positions are ALSO DUE Thurs.
Mar. 12 at 12pm. For more information, please
emailusdspringelections2015@gmail.com
We look forward to meeting you soon!
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IN ORDER TO APPLY OR FOR MORE
INFORMATION PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
SLP 412

4:20PM

5
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SLP4J2
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4:30PM
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SLP 412
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FOR MORE INFO OP QUESTIONS:
AS CONTACT: USDSWIWGELECTI0N20B@GMAfl.COM TP6 CONTACT: TPBCHAR@SAMWEG0.H)U

